
10 MORE days of 
Creative Exercises

We might all have to stay home but we

won't stop being creative!



 

Wouldn’t it be amazing if we used this time to try

something new or do the things we never usually get

round to doing?

 

These activities might help keep your mind busy. You

can spend an hour or a day on these things  and who

knows, they might even inspire you to start a new

project for yourself.

 

Let us know how you get on with these

creative exercises or share your

experiences on social media 

@bubble_ytm



Think of something you

would like to achieve by

the end of 2020. 

What are the steps you

need to take to get

there?

Find a household item. 

Think of a character who is obsessed with

this item. 

 

Deliver a speech as if you are the world

expert on this item and need to convince

the world of its brilliance.

Write a scene between a

mother and daughter.
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Who would you play? 

Where would it be set? 

What would happen?

Think about your ideal role, your

dream part in a play or film or TV

show. 

Make a WhatsApp group

with some creative friends.

Go online at the same time

and tell a story a word at a

time.
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Tell a story that starts with ...

"You wouldn't believe

your eyes"
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Write a letter to your future self.
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Listen to a piece of music. 

Pick up a pen and make marks

on paper in response to how

the music makes you feel. 

 

It doesn’t have to be a

beautiful picture, it might 

just be scribbles and dots;

whatever feels right!

Choose a room in your house

as a location for a scene. 

 

Who would be in the scene?       

What would happen?
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Take some time to

read a book! 


